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About This Game

Story

The sky over Majula is turning black, the ground is starting to decay, and monsters are returning to the world, forcing a group of
retired heroes to band together once more. Their task: find the source of the decay and the monsters and put a stop to it before

their home is destroyed and the ground beneath them rots away to nothing.

Gameplay

Majula Frontier is a challenging fantasy RPG with turn-based combat, town management, character customization, crafting and
light dungeon crawling.

For each mission, you take 4 characters (out of the 20 available) into a dungeon and fight monsters. The goal of each mission is
usually to kill a certain number of monsters, rescue missing people, or defeat a powerful boss monster.

All skills are divided into different categories depending on their functionality. The last skill a character or monster uses is held
in their memory until they use another skill. Skills can gain or lose different bonuses depending on the type of skill held in the
target’s memory. Some skills might gain a damage boost, or they might apply an extra ailment, or a single target skill might hit

all enemies, and more.

For resources, Majula Frontier uses stamina. Stamina starts at 0, and whenever a character uses a skill or is hit by an enemy
skill, their stamina increases. As their stamina reaches certain thresholds, their damage decreases, the damage they receive
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increases, and their chance of resisting a fatal hit decreases. There are very few ways to recover stamina during a mission, so in
order to survive it’s critical that you optimize your skill usage.

“Deaths” are punishing. If a character runs out of health, there’s a good chance they’ll quit the mission and return to town to rest,
leaving you to continue on with one less party member.

In addition to missions, the Town of Majula has several areas that need to be rebuilt. Once they’ve been rebuilt, each area will
produce a steady supply of resources that will help you complete missions. Injured, tired and idle characters can be assigned to

work at the various areas around town, where they'll earn experience and learn important secondary skills.

Each character has four unique skills that can be leveled up. They also have two empty skill slots. These slots can be filled by
finding weapons in dungeons, all of which grant a skill when equipped as well as a random stat bonus, or by crafting weapons

using raw materials.

There are 16 main bosses to defeat. A single play through of Majula Frontier lasts 30+ hours.
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Title: Majula Frontier
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
EF Universe Games LLC
Publisher:
EF Universe Games LLC
Franchise:
Ellen's Friends
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit (SP1)

Processor: 2.4 GHz AMD/Intel processor or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1080p, 16:9 recommended

English
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Watch my antigravity ship explode simulator. Not for me I'm afraid but if you like this type of game then I'm sure you'll have
fun, it looks good and has obviously had a lot of work put into it so I will give a thumbs up. If they remove the obstacles and add
racing with Ai and maybe a few weapons I would buy it again I did like the idea of the energy walls.. This a really nice game.
It's really fun, simple and colourful, and the mechanics are very intuitive, although they still need some polish. I think 3rd
person VR is really great, surely it's less immersive but it's a good halfway between monitor games and pure 1st person VR.
The only complain I have is the graphics which are too simplistic, I wish there was more detail in the environments.

Definitely recommended.. The Emerald Maiden is set in an underwater facility that promises to make the visitor's dreams come
true. The aesthetic seems to be inspired a bit by steam punk, which I enjoyed. However, the story seemed a little disjointed at
times. (There's a reoccurring bit about sharks ramming the facility that's never followed through on.) Despite that, I enjoyed this
one. I would recommend playing the game on expert though since the other two levels are way too easy.. This is the worst game
I have ever played, this game could have been so much better,
Heres all the Cons:
THE WHOLE ♥♥♥♥ING GAME
Pros:
NOTHING THIS GAME IS♥♥♥♥♥♥DON'T BUY IT
The only reason I bought this game was because i had a coupon and that was a giant waste of 20 cents. Whatever you do please
just stay far away from this game.. TLDR - 7\/10 Fun Game, Linear, No Story, Small Sandbox

I have sunk quite a few hours into this in the past few days. I find it enjoyable, but lacking at the same time. Albeit I am only
level 30, I have scanned through all of the content and for being the grind it is, I would like to see more. More bongs, bubblers,
glass. Just variety and style in general would be a sweet added gesture.

 Also some things are kinda left unexplained. Getting high doubles your xp gains for a short time, and unlocks bonus events on
the beach. I had no idea that was even a thing until I was already level 25+. Obvious buggy customers that you often have to
"persuade". Visuals while high are kind of jarring, I only really like the one effect that sharpens a bit and makes colors a tad
more saturated.

Better graphical detail of the buds in the jars would be nice, it looks like cow patty's as it is lol. Could also provide customers
with bonuses given what type of strain they prefer. Say one of them liked Sativa, and you provided them a Sativa dom strain,
could offer a bonus.

Just grinding to Hydro and Edibles at this point, knocking out objectives for big rewards as stuff is starting to get quite pricey.

This review was all over the place. Neat.
. I Went in expecting nothing more but a Rogue-like Bullet hell shooter.
Turns out it has a Rogue-like mode, a detailed story mode with branching paths, fun and unique bosses with 5 different
difficulties and a wide variety of Characters to choose from (once you unlock them).

The art is very simplistic, but does its job just right. The backgrounds are amazing at times, and the music (although I wish the
boss themes would be a little more pumped up) does its job quite well.

I Think that the Soundtrack is a little off when it comes to the Main boss fights. It does this, eerie-ambiant style that just doesn't
make me feel like i'm in a bullet hell game. However, that does not exclude the fact that they're good songs. Just not the type I
was hoping for.

The game has a really good replayability value attached to it with the different modes and characters to pick from. Not only that,
but you can also put on Modifiers, that handicaps the player to the point of 1-hit K.O.
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The controlls are fluid, shooting feels impactful, the enemies are Varied and Unique, music is full of an eerie vibe that generates
a feeling of terror at times and the bosses are Big and Bad!

I Also have to say, one of my main reasons to why I bought the game was for the Achievements. I Wanted to have some goals to
set out for. And completing a level on S-Rank is quite fun when you're looking for a challenge!
So cudos to the Devs for putting this in.

Give this one a shot, it's a fair deal for the price (especially when it's on sale).
I'm hoping to see more to this game, definitely give this one a try if you're a fan of Shooters.

Difficulties are varied and very forgiving on Easy. (So if you're new to Bullet hells, give it a try!)

-Recommended-. This game is so much fun, and it has everything, Tower Defence, Tetris, Deck Building... Zombies.. Great
Mecha game. if you like mechs and rpg hack N slash types you should like this. worth the money. their are some issues that i
hope they patch but nothing game breaking as i can see yet.
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If the Far Cry series was represented by Tim Curry's acting career then Far Cry 5 would take place after Tim Curry's stroke.

This is the most accurate and politically incorrect way to describe Far Cry 5 in a gaming review.. This game is absolute
RUBBISH. I wouldn't reccomend it to anyone. If you want a good fishing game, Buy Euro Fishing, thru Steam.. Graphics were
ok in this game but they were not outstanding. I did find the games easy. It felt like being led around by the hand to play each
section. I like hidden object but it was way to easy. I rarely not recommend games but unless you are just bored I would not
play.. ..it's like super sprint and sinistar had a baby, and that baby was raised by flynn's arcade.

6\/10, four point deduction due to the occasional spawn glitch, a lack of control settings (button assignment), and a  lack of
difficulty settings. quickly lost interest in replay on a few levels after the umpteenth attempt and unskippable cutscenes. an
experience worth the price, but only the determined will manage to escape... Rome:Total War-a görə olan bu əlavə çox
gözəldi.Bütün hər şey tarix kitablarında olduğu kimidir.. For an evening's entertainment this isn't so bad. Certainly worthwhile
picking up on sale. It's a puzzle game but it is also an action game. Thankfully not much 3D platforming but it is fun bouncing
the ball off the monsters. Don't go in expecting a masterpiece but if you're waiting for the latest hit game to finish downloading,
why not play this in the meantime for a few hours? It's fun and memorable in its own way.. DLC verdict: Don't get it OR Get
it on sale

Comment:
The paint job for the buggy is okay. The outfit is what might draw some people towards buying this DLC. I don't find
it fitting into the scenery of the game but I am positive many people would enjoy it (although it does seem like a
tweaked Special Agent outfit). But the weapon blueprints just reskin whatever shotgun, long knife or revolver you
have. They do not add or change any statistics and are close to the default look of the weapons. Plus this DLC is NOT
part of the Season Pass or Enhanced Edition. As such it is probably best to leave it alone OR if you want to show some
support \/ complete the DLC collection then get it on sale.

P.S.: You will unlock and use the buggy during The Following campaign expansion.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. This game is the closest I've ever seen to the
guild simulator I've always wanted to play. It's simple, it's fun, it's short. I wish it was a complex resource management
game with the depth and lore it deserves, but that's unfair.

But it wasn't promised to be the next blockbuster hit. It's less than five bucks. And I enjoyed it until the endgame.
Other reviewers I feel are being too harsh: This was advertised as a "short and sweet" game you can finish in a few
hours. And it delivered it precisely. I would reccomend this game, even if only to drum up interest in an even better
one.. Awful gave me the worst motion sickness ive ever gotten from any video game (this games the only game thats
given me motion sickness) Horrible game design i would rather pay a homless man a dollar to kick me in the balls and
spit on my face.. Simple, fun

Technical Update:
Majula Frontier initially used a 32 bit executable, but that seemed to be causing technical issues for a few users, so from now on
the game will use a 64 bit executable.. Game update 1.00.02:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.02. This version includes:

 A fix related to the enhance menu

 A fix related to schematics and the inventory

 A fix related to randomness

If you experience any issues, please contact Support@EFUniverseGames.com or make a post in the forums.. Game update
1.00.01:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.01. This version includes:
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-A "Faster Text" option in the settings menu. Enabling this will cause all text to appear much faster (previously you had to hold
down the space bar to enable faster text).
-The "Faster Combat" option now speeds up the new turn indicator and the enemy skill indicator.

If you experience in issues inside the game, please email Support@EFUniverseGames.com or post in the game's steam forum
right away.. Bonus Music:
The soundtrack DLC now contains an extra song. It's titled "EF Universe Reclaiming the World Main Theme". This new song
was composed by Dale North, who handled the majority of Majula Frontier's soundtrack.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/815640/Majula_Frontier_Soundtrack/. Majula Frontier is released!:
I hope you will play it and have fun.
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